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Survey for W3C participation of Chinese companies
Hello Colleagues
Glad to see so many Chinese companies attending W3C meeting in Shenzhen. In order to
understand the intention of Chinese companies participating W3C, we initiate this survey. We
hope we can work together and push our requirements and techniques to the industry in the future.

1. What’s interested working group of your company?（Multi-choices）
□A：HTML/CSS
□B：Device APIs
□C：System Applications
□D：WEBRTC
□E：Web Applications
□F：Others，please list here:____________________________
2. Did your company attend the W3C meeting before?
□A：Yes, we attended some working group F2F meeting and conference call frequently
□B：Yes, we attended some working group F2F meeting and conference call occasionally
□C：Yes, but we only attended TPAC meeting before
□D：No, we didn’t
3. Will you attend W3C TPAC meeting in Shenzhen in Nov, 2013? What is your purpose of this
participation：
□A：Yes, we will. We have no real purpose, only for information collection
□B：Yes, we will. We intend to follow some group we focused
□C：Yes, we will. We have some requirements want to push to standard.
□D：No, we won’t
4. what do you think about the current status of Chinese companies attending the W3C：
□A：active participating
□B：mainly following
□C：no clear intention and plan
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5. Do you think any deficiency when Chinese companies attend W3C activities.（Multi-choice）
□A：no clear intention and target
□B：attended late and not easy to catch up with others
□C：no prototype support, the requirement hardly to be accepted
□D：language and culture difference between Chinese and Western
□E：Other，please write here:____________________________
6. Do you think W3C new technologies improve your work? For example HTML5, WEBRTC
etc.
□A：No
□B：Yes，for examples___________________________
7. How to inspire Chinese companies to attend W3C activity?
□A：More meeting and activities hosted in China
□B：Propagandize W3C in China widely
□C：Others，Please write here_________________________
8. What are the problems which block Chinese companies to attend W3C activity？
（Multi-Choices）
□A：Language problem
□B：Jet lag
□C：Travel budget
□D：W3C is not related to company’s core service
□E：No enough ability to follow the technology discussion
□F：Other，please write here:____________________________
9. Does your company plan to support W3C techs in the near future? for example, HTML5,
WEBRTC, etc.
□A：We have supported a lot already
□B：Yes, we want to support in 2 years
□C：Yes, we want to support in 5 years
□D：No, our company does not
□E：I do not want to answer this question at the moment
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10. Do you think how long W3C technology will be used commercially and widely?
□A：2 years
□B：5 years
□C：10 years or more
□D：it is difficult to used commercially
11. Which problems do you think block the usage of W3C technology widely? （Multi-Choices）
□A：difficult to fulfill for web application developer in short time
□B：explorer companies do not support all new W3C technology
□C：some interoperable problem between different explorers
□D：Other，please write here:____________________________
12. Do you think any impact for your current work and life because of current W3C work？

13. Do you have some good idea for Chinese Company how to attending W3C activity?

14. Which is the most promising work item do you think in the near future?

If you want, please leave your information below:
Company Name：________________
Contact Name：_________________
Telephone Number：_____________
Email Address：_________________

Thanks for your cooperation！
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